
1. �రు: యనమండ� ��ధర �మకృష�
2. ���న��: 15 � 1966, �దర��
3. త��దండు� ల �రు� : అమ�: ��మ� �ల���ర సుంద�, �న�: �� ���� మూ��
�రు 
4. �����సం: �.�� (��క� ���ల�), ఎంఏ (�ం� మ�యు ఇం���),

�ఏఐఐ�, అను�దం� ��� �, Oracle computer course � ప��
5. వృ�� : 28 సంవత��లు ఎ��ఐ � ��, (14 ఏళ�� స��సు అ���� �ండ�
స�చ�ందం� పద� �రమణ)

6. ప�వృ�� :
�న�తనం నుం� (1980) �టలు �డటం � �టు �త��ఖనం, నటన,

����� ప��శం
 ఈ��, �� ��, మ�యు దూరదర�� � �ర�లు చదవటం� 25

సంవత��ల
అనుభవం
�శం�� �కుం�, USA, UK, �ంగ��, మ���, దు��, ���,

�ం� �ం� వం� ��ల� అ�క సం�త �ర�క��లు.
ఇప��వరకు 4000 లకు �� సం�త �ర�క��లు
2006 � �� కృష�  స�ర �గ స�వం� అ� ���� �� సం�త సంస�ను
�� �ం� ఎ�� వందల �ర�క��లు �ర��ం�, ఎం� మం� �త�  �త�
క��రులను, �య� �యకులను ��� ��� , ��� ��క క��ం�రు. ఎం�
మం� �ద, అంధ, ���ంగ �ల�లకు �ద�నభ��ంచడం �సం ఆ��క స�యం
అం�ంచడం జ��ం�, జరుగు�ం�.

�నం� ఘంట�ల, �లు, ఏఎం �జ, �మకృష� , బలముర�కృష� ,
�సు��, మహమ�� ర�, ��� కు��, ము��, మ��� వం� ఎంద�
�యకుల �టలను �డటం� అం� ��న �త�ం.
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సు�రు 25 ఆ�� �� లకు తమ ��� �� అం�ం�రు.

��� వందల ����ంగులు ��రు.

ఎం� మం� ఔ���క �య� �యకులకు క��� �నం� ��ణ ఇ��

�� ఎదుగుదలకు ���టు.

7. �రుదులు/అ�రు� లు 

యూఎ�ఏ �� 24 �లుగు సం�ల �తుల�దు� "�న క� �ర��మ"

�రుదు – ఆ��� నగరం, USA.

�� ఆ��� ��� "స�ర �గ సు�కర” �రుదు

వం� ఆ�� ��ట�� ��� “మధుర �యక ��" �రుదు

���ర ఆ�� ��ట�� ��� “పంచ సహస� �న యశ��" �రుదు

5. జంట నగ�ల సంస�ల� "బహ�గళ �యకుడు" �రుదు

65 మం� �య� �యకుల �టలను (ఆడ �ంతు� స�) 6 గంటల �టు

“మధుర �� మూ��క��" సంస�  �ర�క�మం� ����మం� �� వండ�

బు� ఆ� వర��  ����� � �రు న�దు.

శు� �లయ సంస�  ��� “స�ర ��� �" �రుదు

క�ల�� ���ఠం ��� “మధుర �న ప��ణ" �రుదు.

�� అంకు� ���య� ట��� , �లూ� రు ��� “సుస�ర ��� �" �రుదు. 

�ర ఆ��� అ�డ� ��� �రుప�� "స�ర ��ద" �ర��రం. 

���మూ�� �ంస���క సంస�� "�యక ��ష�” �రుదు

�త��ఖనం � ��య �� � � బహ�మ�.

 నటన� ఎ�� �ష���� � ��క ��ల� “ఉత�మ నటుడు” �ర���లు.
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1. Name : Yanamandra Sridhara Ramakrishna

2. Born: 15 May 1966, Hyderabad

3. Parents Names: Mother: Mrs. Balatripura Sundari,                 

Father: Sri YVYV Murthy Garu

4. Education: B.Tech (Chemical Technology), MA (Hindi and

English), CAIIB, Diploma in Translation, Degree in Oracle

computer course

5. Career: 28 years in SBI (14 years as service officer voluntary

retirement)

6. Propensity:

·From childhood (1980), he entered into singing songs, as

well as film direction, acting, and mimicking.

Had experience in reading news on ETV, Teja TV, and

Doordarshan for 25 years.

Apart from the country, has participated in  numerous

musical programs in countries like the USA, UK, Singapore,

Malaysia, Dubai, Nepal, Hong Kong, and others.

Over 4,000 musical programs have been participated till

now.

In 2006, The  Krishna Swara Raaga Sravanthi, a music

organization with a vision beyond personal gains, was

established. Conducting numerous programs, they have

provided a platform for many aspiring and talented artists,

nurturing their skills and encouraging both new and

established singers. 
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Their commitment extends beyond the stage, as they     

have contributed to the education of visually impaired,

hearing impaired, and differently-abled children, providing

assistance to 695 individuals for educational purposes.

Their efforts have not only created musical experiences but

also made a significant impact on the lives of many young

talents and those in need.

He has excelled in singing songs previously rendered by

renowned vocalists such as Ghantasala, Balu, A.M. Raj,

Ramakrishna, Balamuralikrishna, Yesudas, Mohammad Rafi,

Kishore Kumar, Mukesh, and Manna Dey, showcasing his

talent in the realm of music.

He has contributed his vocal prowess to approximately 25

audio CDs, showcasing his musical talent extensively.

He has undertaken several recordings.

He has provided encouragement and support to numerous

enthusiastic singers by imparting training in classical

singing, nurturing their talents in the field of vocal music.

In the movie "O Tandri Teerpu," he made his entry into the

Telugu playback singing with the song "Matrudevobhava

Annamata Marachipondi."

7.Titles/Awards.

·In the United States, he holds the title "Gaana Kala

Saarvabhauma" from 24 Telugu Associations - Austin, Texas,

USA.

·The title "Swar Raaga Sudhakar" has been conferred upon

him by G.P. Arts.
·The title "Madhura Gayaka Mauli" has been bestowed

upon him by Vamsi Art Theaters.
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The title "Pancha Sahasra Gaana Yashasvi" has been

conferred upon him by Kinnera Art Theaters.

The title "Bahugala Gayakudu" has been conferred upon    

him by various city organizations.

He continuously sang the songs of 65 different playback

singers (male and female) for 6 hours with a single breath at

the "Madhura Veena Musicals" event. This remarkable feat

has been officially recorded in the "Wonder Book of World

Records."

The title "Svara Samrat" has been conferred upon him by

Srutilaya Arts Academy.

The title "Madhura Gaana Praveena" has been conferred

upon him by Kapilavayi Kalapeetham.

The title "Suswara Samrat" has been conferred upon him by

the Ketavaramu Memorial Trust, Nellore.

He has been honored with the "Svara Kovida" award by the

Tara Arts Academy in Tirupati.

The title "Gaayaka Shreshta" has been conferred upon him

by the Rijamoori Cultural Organization.

In the field of film direction, he holds a national-level

prominence with widespread recognition.

He has received numerous national-level awards for his

outstanding performances in theatrical competitions,

earning accolades as the "Best Actor."
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